secure traffic solutions: modular, interconnected and reliable
International secure registration plates

Secure registration of vehicles starts with security features on the registration plates of motor vehicles. The combination of holograms, laser treatments, watermarks or self-destructive seals on the registration plate, as well as a third means of identification - the "windshield tag" - on the inside of the windshield, ensures optimum protection against counterfeiting and theft.

For the production of our high-quality plates for innovative labelling systems, we rely on quality "Made in Germany". We manufacture blank registration plates in various sizes, designs and finishes for Germany and international markets. Counterfeit protection and precision are our top priorities!

Counterfeit-proof registration plates in various designs and Made in Germany

Reliable authorisation systems

KT's innovative labelling system ensures maximum security. This is thanks to the RFID chip integrated into the windshield tag, which provides all the information about the vehicle and its owner. This makes the label an unfalsifiable certificate.

Data management made by DKT stands for the interface of all kinds of information about the vehicle and the owner, from registration, insurance data or change of owner to the technical condition. The central registration database can also provide information on whether a vehicle has been stolen, whether the owner has paid his taxes or whether the driver has committed any traffic violations. This data can be easily read via a smartphone on the spot at the vehicle using RFID technology. Our app solutions for on-site reading and our central database make things transparent.

Features of high-quality protection against counterfeiting and theft: Embossing, laser and holographic techniques
A new generation of road signs featuring data transmission and networking.

Adjustable LED road signs can be used in all possible areas of road traffic. State-of-the-art technology makes important displays even more visible, increasing road safety.

**Innovative traffic technology**

Road signs provide information, directions or destinations. Innovative traffic technology from our company allows you to modify, monitor and communicate with them! Our own production is certified with the highest quality features. The production processes and the product are constantly optimised at the Weilheim site in Germany – the world’s most modern manufacturing centre. The electronic LED road signs are used for traffic and speed monitoring with a variety of functions that make them flexible, robust and economical. With increasing traffic volumes, safety in traffic is our inspiration, while visualisation is our contribution.

**Production lines**

As a full-range supplier of motor vehicle registration plate technology, we develop and provide state-of-the-art, efficient and extremely robust production lines as well as hydraulic stamping presses and high-performance hot stamping machines for the finishing of registration plates.

We know what it means to have consistently high quality, and that is why we have a competent sourcing network for films, raw materials and tools for production and embossing. Our many years of experience together with competent partners enables compact and modular customer-specific solutions.

Stamping stations and production lines:

Everything you need for the production of registration plates.

CNC-produced tools guarantee the highest quality and longevity.